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It is the active area of the tray that is of critical concern The maximum fractionation capacity of the tray generally increases
with an increase in the active or bubbling area.. It is well known that the concentration-difference between the vapor and the
liquid is the driving force to effect mass transfer.

Said concentration-difference can be effected in many ways; some reducing fractionation efficiency.. Therefore, there is a need
for devices and methods that optimize the active design area design of a fractionation tray in a chemical process tower.. Michael
J BinkleyThe liquid and vapor mix in the active area and fractionation occurs.. When operating pressure is such as to produce a
vapor density above about 1 0 lbs/cu.
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This channel is referred to as the downcomer The liquid moves across the active area and exits through a similar downcomer..
Maximum utilization of active area of a tray is an important consideration to chemical process tower design.. Successful
fractionation in the column is dependent upon intimate contact between liquid and vapor phases.. A chemical process tower tray
construction incorporating a tapered semi-conical downcomer adaptive for discharging liquid along an arcuate edge portion of
an underlying tray. Download Automatically Credit Card Statements free
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 For example, as operating pressure increases due to an increase in the vapor concentration, descending liquid begins to absorb
vapor as it moves across a tray.. The location of the downcomers determine the flow pattern of the liquid Vapor ascends through
the apertures in the trays and contacts the liquid moving across the tray.. Regions of the tray which are not effectively used for
vapor-liquid contact can reduce the fractionation capacity and efficiency of the tray.. Ft , there is the possibility that some
amount of vapor bubbles are commingled or entrained with the downcomer incoming liquid.. Some columns use vapor and
liquid contact devices such as trays The above-referenced trays are generally installed on support rings within the tower and
have a solid tray or deck with a plurality of apertures in an 'active' area. conversatii cu dumnezeu vol 3 pdf downloadgolkes
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The solid support ring typically forms a nonactive area beneath this region of the tray and the tapered downcomer discharges
liquid directly onto the inactive region wherein the remaining portion of the tray can be utilized for mass transfer..
BACKGROUND 1 Field of the Invention The present invention relates to chemical process towers and, more particularly, but
not by way of limitation, to a tapered downcomer assembly for maximizing mass transfer performance across an adjacent tray..
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The underlying tray is of the type supported within the chemical process tower by a support ring which is positioned beneath the
edge of the tray for the support thereof.. Michael J BinkleyHistory of Related Art Distillation columns are utilized to separate
selected components from a multi component stream.. Liquid is directed onto the tray by means of a vertical channel from the
tray above. 0041d406d9 Update History For Office 2016 For Mac
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